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' For the first time in 35 years, 
a play by August Strindberg will 
be presented in Cincinnnti, when 
t!1e Xavier Masque Society gives 
six periormancEs of his drama 
Easter. 
Strindberg's unusual plays have 
earned him wide acclaim as one 
of the fathers of the modern 
cl r a m a. Easter, combining ele• 
ments of the mysterious with re-
ligious and mornl overtones, has 
become Strindberg's most popu-
lar drama in his native Sweden. 
Th e forthcoming production 
will featm·e Tom Breen, .Jane 
Gnttirig, .James Heileman. Char-
lotte Hutftes, Fr. Lawrrnce James 
(an Anglican priest), and Mary 
Ellen l\laupin in leading· roles. 
The play is being dil"ected by 
Mr. John Gutt.ing, an Engli.,;h 
professor at Mount St. Joseph. 
A new feature of this produc-
tion will be the seminar helcl 
after the play in the University 
Center Theater. Direclot· Gutting 
and members. of the cast will be 
on hand to discuss the play and 
answer questions. 
There will be three pe1·form-
ances on each of two weekends: 
March 10-12 and March 17-19. 
Show time is 8:30 on Fridays and 
Sn turdays: Sundays are special 
student nights with performances 
at 7:30. 
-News (Kelley) Photo 
"WILL THE REAL EDITOR PLEASE STAND UP?" asks Miss 
Pat Maloney, Fall Weekend Queen and News Covergil"l. Last week's 
snowfall provided welcome relief for Editor Getz and Queen Pat 
from the rigors of the XU News and the Communication Arts De-
partment. ' 
By MIKE HENSON, News Associate Editor 
The Bill of Rights drawn up by Student Council's Con• 
slitu lion Committee has been temporarily ta bled. When 
the Bill was presented to Council on Sunday, it was de-
cided that the proposal be held up because of a lack of 
preparation. 
The Bill of Rights, as described 
by Dave Bird, chairman of the 
co11stitutional committee, is "an 
attempt to define the a r e a of 
student self-government. I think 
thel'e is obviously prei;sm·e from 
the administration that prevents 
any real student governme11t, and 
this has come about. over a 11eriod 
of years in the traditio11 of Xa-
vier, There h;ive bce11 certain is-
sues in which the Administration 
has acted externally and expedi-
ently, and the effect of these is-
sues has been to ingmi11 i11to the 
stude11ts that they have 110 rights, 
and that they are not 11c1·mirted 
to take a c1·cative and res11011sible 
role in their own education. Such 
issues are the confiscatio11 of the 
Xavie1· News in 1965, a II d the 
general convocation called after 
the XU-UC baskteball game of 
Jast year, 
"People can say tha l these are 
isolated issues, but there arc cer-
tain pass a g cs in lhe student 
handbook which show that the 
Administration, and namely Ft·. 
Ratterman, wishes lo permeate a 
negative conception of student 
rights. 
"Such passages arc: 
e 'Student organiznLions may 
not invite speakers without ap-
proval of their respective moder-
ators.' 
e 'As publisher, however the 
University reserves the right or 
previous censot·ship with regard 
to all university publications.' 
e 'Al! full-time students en-
rolled on the day division must 
make an annual retreat.' 
e Article III, Section 3 of the 
present Student Council Constit-
ution reads: "The President of 
the University reserves the right 
to revoke or change this conslit-
ulion in whole or in part, and it!I 
by-lnws in whole or in part. to 
rcve1·se any decision made by the 
council, and Lo nullify any action 
it has taken." 
"This obviously contradicts r111-
othct· claus.e in the Constitution 
by which the President grants 
self-government to the student 
body." claims Bird. "So, as chair-
man of the S tu cl e n l Review 
Board, myself and several mem-
bers of Student Council formed 
a committee to remove the con-
traclictic.n in the Constitution nnd 
define our concept of self-gov-
ernment~" , 
'I'hc 111·01>osal first came out in 
"Communique," the S t 11de11 t 
Council publication. The response 
was Ja1·gel.v negative, but effm·t• 
coutinued, e v en after Student 
Council l'resillent 1'0111 Herme9 
had withdrawn Ms support. 
XU to Host Yot111g Dei11s' 
National Co11ventio11 
According lo He rm es, "Dave 
and I disagree about the future 
of the so-callecl Bill of Rights. 
Both the faculty and the students 
reacted nega tivel.v to t h e pro-
posal. r felt that their reaction 
was justified. The committee be-
gan to feel silly about asking for 
freedoms thal we already hncl, 
and cli:;bandecl. Dave's question, 
however, remains unanswerrcl. 
Why is it that we have plenty of 
freedom. and yet 1nany people clo 
little in or out of the classroom? 
I think we can safely say that the 
Bill of Hights is not lhc ans\\"er." 
r).·· ..... ;;::] 
Mitchell Trio Here 
MIKE KOBLUK'S GROUP, pictured above, wltl appear at the Xavier 
Fieldhouse Satut"d<lY night, Mat"ch 18. Tickets for Student Council'• 
first flOP venture in two yeaa:s will go on sale March ti al $1.50, 
f2.50, Gd $3.00. (Sec paee 3 fo1· an excitin1 story on thil treat group.) 
This week the Xavier Uni\·er-
sily Young Democrats returned 
from a whirlwind lour of the 
Midwest with much encourage-
ment and heavy support for their 
effol"ls to reorganize the college 
YD's. The trip included speeches 
and meetings in Gary ond In· 
dianapolis, Ind. and Chicago, Ill. 
On Saturifay, the Cook County 
Young Democ1·ats, led by Chaii·-
man Jto1re1· Kenn)". adopted a 
formal resolution calling for a 
na tio11al convention' of collei:·c 
YD's which the XU Young· Dems 
will host in Ci11cinnati in mill-
April. On Sunday, wholc-hea1·ted 
approval for this p1·oposal came 
from the J11diana State l,cague of 
Young Democrats. 
On Monday, Chapter Prcsiclen t 
Dennis L. Riley received a letter 
from Charles L. Wellner, the new 
dil"eetor of collegiate affairs of 
the Democratic Part.v, offering 
aid and encouragement w the 
club's endeavors. With the ex-
p1·essed interest of the National 
Democrntic Party and the sup-
port of such major universities 
as, to name a few: Duke, Kansas 
State, New York University, 
Loyola (Los Angeles and Chica-
10), University of Illinois, and 
the University of Maine; the XU 
YD's expect u large rcpre.sen ta-
lion nt the convention. 
Commenting in Illinoi~ c·on-
ecrning the co11\'c11tion, l\fr. Hiley 
said: "The theme of the convert-
lion is Unity, We wnnl to e,;-
tablish a worlrnble, cons!rudh·c, 
re11rrscntative and rffccth1 1~ or-
gnniwtion whkh will be of u~c 
and importance to the college 
Young Democrat, his thoughts 
and aspiratiom, and also to the 
goal,; and welfare or the Demo-
cratic Party, The future of the 
Democratic Party is in thl' hands 
of t hC? college st uclents. We mu~t 
remain dedicated and active." 
Cam11us Weekend 
F AS'J': l\fcJ,aughlin speaks on 
Sex, Friday, 2:::0. 
Xavie1··Cincinnati Basketball, 
Friday, 8:30. 
l\lovies: Yum· l'um 'J'rec -
World, Flesh, and the De\'il, 
Sotturday, 8:30. 
Philosophy Club: "Civil Dis· 
obedience," Sunday, '7:30. 
Pr1111ident's Da,J: N'o Classes 
1'1ouday. 
Jack Spicc1·. on,~ or the framers 
of the Bi 11, is another o( the 
Council member., to Jo:;c i11te1·pcl. 
'·The problem is that Xavier is 
strncturect vcrtic.'111.v. w i t h the 
result that a ~weeping change 
vtin onl,r cnme from the top, One 
b to st<1gc a p;;eudo-rcvotutit:n 
nncl declare independence. A lot 
or blood might be spill for nought 
if that \1·ct•e ottemptecl. The other 
option ll"Olllcl be to i:oopet•ate 11·1111 
those on top (the Aclmini:;tration, 
Fr. Hattcrnrnn, etc.) with the 
hope>' of bringing about a grad-
ual impro1·ement, but wl' young 
people are rnrel.v satisfied to do 
a11ything slowly. As ll'ith mo~t 
nice thing:;, neithc1· of the'e op-
tions would be completely sn tis-
f.ying," 
'fhe Bill will be a1p1 in present-
ed to Couneil for 1111p1'0\'al at the 
next meeting. If it passes, it will 
re to the student body some time 
ID April, before class electio111. 
After t·hat, it must win the t1l-
proval Of t It e l'l'CHident Of t~e 
UniversHs betm·e it can becom• 
a part of the· Constitution. 
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Editorials 
How Far Have We Gone? 
Although graduation is still months away, seniors will 
Boon be engrossed in what some claim is the most fas-
cinating college sport (next to hanging basketball coaches 
Jn effigy)-speculation on what could, should, or had been 
done in the past four years. Just how fast is Xavier stand-
ing still. 
A glance around campus shows three buildings that 
1Vere still on the drawing boards when the class of '67 
enrolled. Surely this shows that Xavier is moving ahead 
"'with vigor." Yet, it is beneath the surface of the campus 
community where one senses a staleness. 
We say "senses"' because it is difficult to put your 
finger on any one issue that is causing student unrest. 
Some point to lhe usual inactivity of a Student Council 
'vhich promised a "New Direction," but has delivered only 
old talk. Some point to the chasm separating the student 
and faculty. Jn an age where the young adult faces in-
stantaneous destruction at the hands of the atomic age, 
he is .frustrated and stifled in his search for an under-
standing of the complexities of his society by the formality 
. and rigors of a classroom technique perfected during the 
time of the Puritans, ralher than the example of the 
ancient Greek scholars. 
Then there are others whose only recourse is that 
pe1Tenial whipping-boy. Fr. Ratterman, Vice-President of 
Student Affairs. Only the title has changed, the image of 
••the black knight of North Hall," the night rider of off-
campus life, lingers as a pall over Victory Parkway. They 
find in Fr. Ratterman a quick excuse for attempting noth-
Jng, and a popular salve for a condemnatory concious. 
But they all miss the true cause; they are merely an ex-
pression of a personal gripe. The real cause of the Univer-
sity's lanquid existence is a lack of purpose. a goal, a 
mountain to climb. No one has realJy captured the imagina-
tion of the student; he sees no reason for his existence. 
Faced with a succession of t.erm papers and tests with 
110 purpose in sight, the student naturally turns to the 
lJottle, just as his parents do, so as to get away from it all. 
Jn a time when the college student is desperately seek-
ing a foundation for his life, some cause why he is enjoy-
ing the fruits of a wantless society and not t.he impover-
ished existence of a country such as India, he is left want-
ing. This is all the more tragic because this University 
has the pl'imary task of giving us this cause; its sole 
reason of being is to answer Ibis question. Yet it fails. 
One writer observed not too long ago, "Particularly 
among the young, there is an acute feeling that the 
churches on Sunday are preaching the existence of a God 
·who is nowhere visible in their daiJy Jives." It is not a 
matter of God not being visible in one's daily life, but God, 
as He is presented in the philosophical and theological dis-
courses which abound this campus, does not answer the 
c1uestions of today. Catholic theology has not. changed Its 
manner of teaching since the period of the dark ag~s; it 
persists in the use of noems and methods that succeeded 
fiQ well with the serfs of the fifteenth century, without the 
1·ealization that the 20th century is an infinitely more 
C]uestioning audience. 
Jf we were asked for the greatesl soul'ce of dissatis-
faction and alienation of the Catholic Church vis-a'-vis the 
collw~·e student, we would have to cite the Thomistic svs-
tem of "philosophy." As one philosopher points out, "'l;he 
Jiberty proclaimed for human thought by SI. Thomas is 
8tri"tly limited by the creed of the Church. Not only did 
he know 'what he wanted to prove, because he knew what 
he believed.' but he also initially assumed what he believed 
is true and that any reasoning which does no! tend to 
substantiate it is ipso facto eJ'l'Oneous .... It is on this 
assumption that the Thomistic argument proceeds through-
out." And it is on this assumption that so many clerics, 
both in and out of the classroom, seek an "explanation" 
and "solution" of today's ills that the younger generation 
refuses to accept. The Church does not seem to realize 
that, although philosophy' will and should support theology, 
theology will not, can not, and should not support philos-
vphy. And it is the latter condition that is causing quite a 
number of unanswered questions. 
-T.L.L. 
A Matter of Respect 
Xavier students have often expressed the desire to 
promote meaningful though I and discussion on campus 
by inviting controversial speakers to air their \'iews be-
fore the student body. Their contention is that the men 
rind women of Xaviel' are mature enough to be exposed 
to opposing points of view and to evaluate them inteJJi-
gently. 
Serious and disturbing doubts were raised on Monday 
aftemoon, when a noisy mob of students crowded the 
theater to hear Mr. Joseph Letson-a mild-mannered and 
understandably nervous speaker-express his- views on ~be. 
·Vietnam war. 
Mr. Letson's talk-and the film which accompanied 
ft-was answered with boos, hisses, shouted: insults; '·and 
contemptuous laughter. Within an hour, '.the· Quakei' 
spokesman was reduced to a state of helplessness. 
Dy their crude, intolerant behavior, and Jack of re-
epec.-t the members of ~he audien~e made one point em-
ba1Tassingly clear: given the opportunity to confront im~ 
port<mt issues and discus.it thein intelligently, they were 
11nabJe to meet .even the minimum demands ol the silua.-
.. tioa. 
.-p. W. M. 
News Platform For 
Progress At Xavier: 
e Conffnued tmplementation of 
the ~- of the uniuernty as 
a c~muaitv of educaced people 
1eeJdng nth, u evidenced b11 
the fncluafon of atudenta on sig-
nificant t&nfverait11 committee,,, 
e Continued raf.!inf o# academfc 
atandards ond qu.lit11 of inatruc-
tion te Jceep pace with imJ>fov-
ing facilitiea. 
e 'More ad higher quality re-
treat opportunities for Xavier 
atudenta, to be made poarible i,. 
part by the elimb1ation of the 
11early retreat obligation and th1'S 
the ca!Jipua triduuma. 
e Increased intelligent thought 
and discu.saion by all Xavier stu-
·dent1. 
e A ~ore curriculum evaluation 
w h i c h is meaningful and un-
afraid to make chanaea where 
they are necessar11. 
• Uniimited cuts for Dean's List 
Average Students. 
Editor Getz Taken to Task for ent struggle, neither do we sup-port those who subject the herd 
to their equally pious and absurd 
homilies on peace and immoral-
ity. The distortion of fact and 
the reliance upon fiction em-
ployed by both Manion and "Lo-
custs" only serves to substantiate 
our beliefs that, while a certain 
modicum of truths exists in both 
views, neither has THE TRUTH. 
The value of listening to, con-
versin~ with, and understanding 
extremists lies in the ability of 
the individual to discern what 
seems most correct. 
"Indecent" Photos and Advertising. 
TO THE EDITOR Oil' THI: NEWS: 
Dear Mr. Getz: 
If anyone told me he saw two 
indecent prints in the Xavier 
News, I would tell him he must 
be mistaken. However, I must 
believe my eyes. Just because it 
is Lent. it is not necessary to print 
holy pictures in your news -
but it is another thing to dip to 
indecent dolls. 
" TO TUE EDITOR 01' T.HE NEWS: 
May I call to your attention 
an ad for a movie designated 
"MoralJy Objectionable" in the 
Catholi~ Telegraph (Feb. 1'1, page 
A-5), which ad appeared in the 
current (Feb.· 17) issue of The 
Xavier News (page 7). The name 
of the movie is "Three Bites of 
the Apple." ..• 
To say nothing of the picture 
that appears on the front page 
Yours for.decent literature of the same issue of The Xavier 
To all men. everywhere, I re-





Is Swell Verse 
'1'0 'l'HF EDl'fOR OF THE NEWS: 
The following contribution is 
submitted under the irrelevant 
title of: Lines Composed a Few 
Thousand Miles West of Tlntern 
Abbey. 
Let not this verse, so flat and 
terse 
Detract from truth herein im-
mersed. 
Having heard the recent FAST, 
Never felt I mm·e aghast 
To learn a need for unity 
Results in this necessity: 
Inter-college competition 
Fm· athletic recognition. 
Reflect that not a word was given 
To plenitude •of college women 
Eager for the unity 
That the university 
Should endeavor- to provide 
Jn lieu of individual pride. 
Sisters, do we cling together, 
Anticipating football weather? 
Or do we curse the wretched 
sport 
That leaves a man less time to 
court? 
Do we find in basketball 
A bond that's indissoluble? 
Or do we flock to every match, 
Jn search of some young, lusty 
catch? 
Perhaps some virile females 
dream 
Of being "key man" on the team. 
Alas, J can't identify 
With Luther Rackley or Milt 
Bley. 
No vicarious satisfaction 
Animatea my bland reaction. 
In .moments oi intense sensation, 
I feel a pall of isolation 
.t.t my inability 
To cast off rationality:. 
I vomit on these Philistines • • • 
These larvae of recessive genes, 
And urge you with impunity 
To shove your sifn of unity! 
Cttrmine Bell • 
News, with the lead article which 
is so concerned with our students' 
religious· welfare. 
Does no one oversee the Xavier 
News? 
Wi~h some interest in our stu-
dents' welfare and the image we 
project. 
Sincerely in Christ, 
Harker E. Tracy, S.J. 
M ontwieler Again 
TO 'fHE EDJ'l'OR OF 'l'JIE NEWS: 
Although agitation is not my 
normal Modus Operandi, I feel 
I must vigorously protest the 
coarse, vile, and otherwise ex-
ceedingly repulsive nature of the 
signs posted for the promotion 
of the "Year of the Locusts." 
Sensationalism, as a form of rad-
ical action, instead of appealing 
to that specific quality in man 
that makes him man, appeals to 
that which makes him only a 
beast - as such, it is repugnant. 
While many of us do not agree 




TO THE EDITOR OF THE NEW8: 
Just a few lines to express my 
feelings on "Variety '67" pre-
sented at Xavier last weekend 
. . . may I add my praise for a 
job well done! 
I would like to commend all 
those who in any way made the 
production the enjoyable one that 
it was. I was a little disappointed 
in the turnout (Friday) but I'm 
sure all those who attended had 
a good time . . . I know all of 
the Brothers from Glenmary did. 
So, congratulations, perform-
ers, orchestra, and directors for 
a VERY enjoyable evening! 
In Christ, 
Brother George Rodman, 
Glenmary Home Missioners. 
TuesdaJta Newa on Frida11 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ••••• ••• ••• •• •••••• •••., •••••• , •. John R. Getz 
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auskas, Joe Rosenberger, Pat Kelley, 
Mike Scott. Mike Boylan, Jim Cusentino, 
Patty La Granse. 
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"X Image" Questioned 
By JOHN GETZ, News Editor-in-Chier analysis of the situation in which 
The question of the hackneyed phrase "the Xavier 
image," is brought to the fore again this week in a Jett.er 
lo 'the editor by Rev. Harker Tracy, S .. T., assislant pro-
fessor of philosophy. (See page 2.) Although his letter. is 
not primarily intended as a discussion of the "Xavier 
iinage," he does allude to it and so introduces lhe que!'i-
tion of the relevance of an image to any university in 
general and to Xavier in p~rticular. 
1 n an attempt to seek answers ~-------------------------
~o these questions, the News con-
Two members of the Military Department at Xavier were hon-
. ferred with several individuals ored during ce1·emonies held in the armory last Friday. 
"Xavier should not be worried 
about this image because I feel 
that the Xavier community as 
such has enough identity not to 
be bothered about what people 
think. It's a point of maturity 
when you can be yourself and not 
hide things or worry about fal-
sifying an image." 
"we often seem l'Oneernrd with 
projectini;- an outdated i ma i:- e, 
perhaps that of the 19th crntury 
seminary, one that is no loni:er 
true of Catholic colleges. Xavier 
is today engaged in becomini:- a 
unh•ersity in the fullest sens1· of 
the term, as a place for discus-
sion of vital community, local, 
and national issues." 
Capt. John. Koisch (right), who joined the RCYI'C Department closely connected with Xavier 
last December, was awarded the Bronze Star Medal with "V" De• and any image it might project. 
vice for heroism in connection with military operations against a 
hostile force. He was on patrol with elements of two Vietnamese The unanimous response of 
platoons, when a company of Viet Cong sprang an ambush on them. those interviewed was that Xa-
Repeatedly exposing himself to tire, Capt. Koisch stopped the 
enemy's advance with his returning fire and directed an artillery 
atrike on 'the enemy's position. 
The second member honored 'was Major Donald S. Fujitani, 
who received the Army Commendation Medal for exceptionally 
meritorious service while serving as a battery commander with 
the Eleventh Air Assault Division at Ft. Benning, Georgia. The Ve1·y 
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., made the presentations. 
Later in the day, an eleven-year-old boy accepted in the name 
of bis father a posthumous Air Medal (First through Sixth Oak 
Leaf Cluster) from Col Richard Dooley, P.M.S. The boy's father 
was a warrant ·officer who died last August as a result of injuries 
and burns suffered when his helicopter crashed and burned. 
Lt~tters to tht~ Eclito1· 
Xavier: Docile lnstitutionalists? 
Graduate Student Raises Question 
'l'O 'l'IIE EDI'J'OR OF THE NEWS: 
Until this moment I have been 
operating under the conviction 
that the Xavie1· student leader• 
ship consisted largely of a group 
of moderately mature interna-
tional liberals. I had been recent-
ly strengthened in this convic-
tion by Tom Hermes' signing of 
the letter questioning the Presi-
dent's Viet Nam policy. Two 
items in last week's News power-
fully suggest that Xavier is pro-
ducing just another generation 
of docile institutionalists, though 
I will admit that one issue of the 
News could hardly e.<>tablish such 
a generalization. 
to us that we might as well give 
up any hope of peace and start 
arming for Armageddon. If Am-
erica is not strong enough to let 
flourish' in freedom her intel-
lectual community we have al• 
ready lost what we have been 
fighting the Communists to pre-
serve. 
Sincerely, 




TO THE EnITOR OF THE NEWS: 
Bellarmine Chapel serves a 
dual purpose - a chapel for the 
students of Xavier University 
and a parish chul'ch. 
As a result of increased costs, 
the Chapel is now having trouble 
meeting expenses. At its Febru-
ary meeting, the Parish Council 
decided to call this problem to 
the attention of the Xavier stu• 
dents. It was felt that many stu-
ier University and its students 
are well regarded by Cincinnati 
and the rest of the country who 
see them for what they a1·e. No 
mention was made of the "bad 
image" occasionally hissed into 
the ears of Xavier ·students by 
some people outside the school, 
and at t i m es by discontented 
members of the Xavier commun-
i~y. 
Ver,. llev. Paul L. O'Connor, 
S.J., presldeni or the anlversltJ', 
indleate41 u.ai Ile prefers to speak 
of "reputaiion, rather than im-
a,e," and described Xavier's as 
"very rood on the aeademle level 
from a national standpolni." 
Although 40 years ago Xavier 
was considered by Cincinnatians 
as a seminary, and hardly given 
a thought as being good or bad; 
the university today enjoys "an 
excellent reputation in the city," 
Father went on to point out. 
"This respect Ior our graduates 
comes from the business com-
munity, the cultural community 
(where Xavier is growing more 
and more), and the religious 
community (in which we are 
ve1·y highly thought of)." 
Indicating that our image is 
not something he feels we should 
worry about, Dr. Bernard A. 
Gendreau, professor of philoso-
phy, summarized it as currently 
being that of "the regular normal 
college population." a n d asked 
what other image we should try 
to produce. · 
"I have been impt·essed by the 
seriousness and insights of Xa-
vier students and the way that 
they are up on current problems 
and trends, and able to discuss 
them," he added. "FAST talks 
are just part of the good image 
the school presents." 
Dr. Gelldrea• explaine41, "The 
lmace tbe Xavier student. should 
preseni ill precisely ibe one ihe,. 
do, thai or belnr themselves, and 
Of lovlnr Hie. It Is an image or 
bonesi,. and is a trademark or 
botb aiudente and lacuu,. bere. 
Our students are aceastomed to 
.aylnr wbat they think. not what 
they're supposed to say." 
Questioned about the picture 
or tbe Playboy bunnies and the 
Xavier student on page 1 of the 
Feb. 17 mue of the News, the 
90urce or some criticism in this 
week's letters to the editor, Dr. 
Gendreau stated, ''This indicates 
that Xavier students a r e just 
part or tbe nl>l'lnal contempor-
ary collere scene, and ihat U1ey 
recognize ibis as part of tlle story 
of thai scene, although not the 
primary story. That they do not 
attach g r e a t importance to it 
shows their maturity In that they 
are able to take lightly what is 
part of the everday scene." 
"I'm impressed by t h e way 
they take things in stride and 
don't get upset over every little 
thing. For example, the incidents 
at the UC game last year in no 
way diminished the interest of 
the students in class the next 
mot·ning." 
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, 
S.J., vice-president in charge of 
student af'fairs, basing his opinion 
on the reactions of interviewers 
in the Placement 0 I 1 i c e and 
"other educators who often look 
to Xavier for guidance in certain 
areas," labled the Xavier inrnge 
as "very .good." 
An "bnare sap" was Father's 
Mr. John Brannon, vice-prcsi• 
dent of the alumni association 
told the News that he believes 
the Xavier image is a fact and 
would summarize ou1· go a Is in 
terms of Image to that of "being 
a good· Christian, or setting a 
good example for one's children. 
It's a matter of Christian princi-
ples." 
"I ·think the Xavier students 
and alumni arc doing a good job 
in the city and al'ound the coun• 
try of presenting this image. For 
me the Xavier image is identical 
with my own. I would not want 
my family to be ashamed of me, 
nor would I want this for Xa-
vier." 
Tom Hermes, Xavier Student 
Council Pl'esidcnt, offered the 
following statement on the Xavier 
image: "Most discussions of X:1v-
ier's image arc about what peo-
ple on the outside think of peo-
ple on the inside; and althou~h 
this is a healthy interaction, it is 
never quite clear whether Xavi~r 
is being thought of as a degree 
factory, a trade school, a s· fe 
place to send one's son, or a lib-
eral al'ts college. 
"More Important is our own 
image of Xavier. We ought to 
think of it as evolving, anil we 
ought to realize that we can rre-
ate Xavier. This seems to be :he 
point at which the discussion he· 
comes rruitrul- we can create 
Xavier: but we do not yet kn 11w 
how to go about it. The insti' 11-
tional Xavier seems to operate hy 
way of an educational Darwin-
ism. The genesis 'or course eval-
uation can be thou~l:t or in sp1·-
vival of the fittest terms, and 
this will probably be true of cnre 
re-evaluation. At a11y rate, the 
ago11y of core re-evaluatiou seems 
to indicate that we do not know 
how to re-create Xavier; and this 
might be a problem of image -
we do not see ourselves as cre-
alinc il, or perhaps do not UD• 
derstand whai &his enblls." 
The first blow to my confidence 
fn the cosmopolitan enlighten-
ment of the XU students was the 
report that ou1· Young Democrats 
have, in effect, taken a 1·ole of 
leadership in supporting a war 
that many consider to be not only 
absurd but highly immoral. What 
is particularly disturbing about 
the action of. the. XU Youn I 
Democrats is the apparent alae• 
rity with whic.h they have dia• 
associated themselyes with those 
students for whom Viet Nam is 
a grave problem ·of conscience. 
If Mr. Wagner's a~ctions were 
not duly democratic, · were Mr. 
Riley's any more so in helping 
purge the organization' by scut-
tling it? The idea seems to be 
that, since Democratic leadership 
cannot be wrong, all those who 
question its policies .must be ir-
responsible. 
·.dents do not know that the parish 
'is supported entirely by contri• 
butions, particularly the Sunday 
cQllections. Since there is no sup-
port from university funds, it is 
hoped that students will see the 
necessity of contributing more 
1enerously to the support of the 
Chapel. 
Council to Off er Mitchell T1·io; 
Xavier's Fit•st Concert in Two Years 
The eagemess of the Young 
Democrats to come to the aid of 
their party was paralleled by 
Tony Lane's rather startling de-
fense of the CIA. I can agree 
with his contention that a nation 
has the right to maintain an in-
telligence system, but I am shock-
ed at his suggestion that an or-
ganizatiwi like the NSA be used 
in spy activity 
The whole basis of any inter-
national° friendship and the only 
possibility of world peace is the 
establishment of an atmosphere 
of trust between nations. Toda,y 
we Americans generally trust no 
Russian or Polish visito1· be-
cause we have come to expect 
every Russian or Pole to be an 
. ag~nt of his government. we 
have little hope that in thought 
or action lhese people will more 
than reflect Communist propa-
ganda. I submit that if we Amer-
icans let the same thing happeo 
It is desirable that the parish 
continue to ·provide the present 
extensive program of religious 
.services, such as Masses at con• 
venient times. Teachers, students, 
and people in the neighborhood 
benefit from this program. How• 
·ever, current expenses, including 
some much-needed repair work, 
cannot be met eDtirely by the 
1mall permanent congregation·. If 
Xavier students will 1 o o k on 
Bellarmine Chapel as their parish 
while they are in Cincinnati and 
support it accordingly, we believe 
that the present financial prob• 
lem can be .solved. 
The Mitchell T1io, popular mi the coJJege campus tour 
for ~everal ·years, visits the Xavier fieldhouse for a con-
cert oil Saturday, March 18. 
"We would prefer, of course, 
to bring in the likes of Simon and 
Garfunkel, but the Council treas-
ury cannot afford to te·st the 
Xavier audience all at once," 
commented Mike Boylan, Pro-
motional Chairman for the con-
cert. "The Mitchell Trio is an 
established concert group with a 
polished, quality act, that is not 
as high priced as the so-called 
"Top Fm·ty" artists. If this con-
cert goes over well financially, 
Council can proceed with more 




Dept. of Mathematica 
Richard J. Garascia, 
Dept. of Chemistry. 
The group was organized by 
Mike Kobluk at Gonzaga Uni-
versity in Seattle in 1959, and 
assumed its format of popular, 
traditional, and original folk. ma-
terial, blendect with pointed sat• 
ire, almost from the beginning. 
The g·roup's performa~ce has 
rewarded college audiences at 
over seventy-five campuses, ap• 
peared on t we 1 v e television 
shows, including . Sullivan and 
Carson's "Tonight Show," re• 
corded ten albums, and was voted 
the number four position in the 
folk medium by Billboa1·d Maga-· 
zine's 1966 poll of college audi-
ences .. 
Tickets, priced at 3.00, 2.50 (1·c-
se1·ved) and 1.50 (general admis-
GILBERT AVE. OHRYSLER·PLYMOUTH, Inc. 
2131 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 
BOB McBRADY. Class of '66, Sales Representative 
Telephone 961-5800 - or - 631-HH-19 - Brockman Hall 
sion), g<> on sale March 6. 
1'he concert representa the firs& 
aUempt in over two years to 
bri11c a pop croup to *he XU 
campus for a eoneeri. In the pas& 
the financial risk involved. in 
auch a venture preven*ed Stu-
dent Council from investlns. bui 
now that the solvency or &he 
treasury has been restored, It 
ventures again, aomewhai *lmid-
ly, into pop concerts. 
MEN WANTED! 
BARRY COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
MIAMI SHORES, FLORIDA 
offers 
A TWO-YEAR GRADUATE PROGRAM LEADING TO 
Master of. Social Work Degree 
Apply: 
HENRY A. McGINNIS, Ph.D., ACSW Zip: 33161 
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X-UC CLASH TONIGHT AT G.ARDENS 
By RICHARD ARENAS, News Sports Reporter 
Label it what you want, the big one. THI~ G . .\Mro, etc. 
I would rather call it the game of pride. Beating the cross-
town rin1l in football is one thing but beating them at 
their own game, lhe game they are most famous for is 
another. -
Some men sny t.hnt you cnn't 
111.in them all but the fact re- - wns stated by someone that a .500 
111ains that the Uni\·ersity of Cin- season was acceptnble to an 
~innnti has won all of the games 
alumni nncl lo sportwriters. That 111ith Xavier in the Inst eleven 
:years. That's three "generations" 
•f college students here. lt seems 
to have become a h;1bit. Tay 
Enker t;1kes 01 ,·iclor.r o\·er Xa-
,.kt· for grante<l. 
Before the Chnttanooga gnme it 
snme someone stated that you 
guys better bent Chattanooga. 
The longe1· it takes something 
to bloom, the more benutiful it is. 
The Xader basketball team is 
either eleven years overdue or 
will be one of the most beautiful 
s!.ghls in the world. 
Everyone says that potentially 
Xavier has a gooci team .. Poten-
tially ,\,e can bea't; UC. Rah, rah ' 
for our side. What counts is 
THAT we DO BEAT them. You 
can lead a horse lo waler but 
can't force him lo drink. A 
coach can lell and show a player 
how to drive, shoot, pass, re-
bound and fight for position but 
he can't make him do it; the 
player must cultivate his own 
potential. 
When a team loses it's easy 
enough to say that the other 
team was better. 'The Xavier 
team of this year · cannot say 
that of any team they played 
this year. We- are better than our 
record shows. The only thing left 
i.s to prove it tonight. 
plain? As Bob Quick, now that 
he has his thousandth point, he 
can settle down and play nat-
urally, 
The prob a bl e starting five 
which the Muskies will face to-
night are 5'11" junior guarcl 
Dean Foster, the floor general; 
6'4", junior, forward, John How_; 
ard; 6'9", sophomore, Rick Ro-
berson;.6'6", senior, forward, Mike 
Rolf, the leading scorer; and 6'2", 
sophomore guard, Gordie Smith. 
Thus :far this season the' Bcar-
eats are 16 and 9. They finished 
fourth in the Missouri Valley. 
Chattanooga Falls To X 95-79 
The loss of .John Gorman has 
no doubt had its effect on the 
team. John's desire, heart, and 
ability was definitely an asset to 
the team. Just because he won't 
be at the game physically doesn't 
mean .that his qualities and ath-
letic ability should be absent. 
The playel's must take it upon 
themselves to make up for the 
team's loss of John. Each of the 
remaining ten players must give 
110% and some a little ·more 
te make up for "Big" .John. Play 
this game as Gorman would, like 
it was your last. Lynch needs 
a. game like the one agninst St. 
Francis of Pa. in which he 
set the Xavier assist record. 
O'Connell needs two halves the 
same ns his first against Chatta-
nooga this last Monday. Show me 
a better center in the nation than 
Luther Rackley in the first Day-
ton game. If Jim Hengehold 
could piny like he did against 
St. Joe·'s of Pa. in his sopho-
more season, who could com-
The Muskies should be pre-
pared· :for this game fo1· the 
coaches have been studying films 
of last year's game and of games 
t.he Beareats have played this 
season. The team has gone to see 
UC play, 
By STEVE SLANIA, News Sports Reporter 
L:rnt :.\lontlay night a spnrce crowd rlf lo~·al Muskie fol-
lowers Yicw a. Xavie1· yictory-lhe first in a long time-
fffel' the UC of the Southland, the Univel'sity of Chatta-
nooga l\Iocn ssins. The film I scor·e of the ga.me was !15-79 
but 'the outcome of t.he gnme was 11eve1' l'eally in doubt 
nrter an excellent fin;-t h~1lf which saw the Muskies in 
.:ornman<I at the recess by a score of 54-36. 
In that torricl first half, ·the 
J.foskies shot n blistering 65 % 
from the field. Tim O'Connell, 
111110 finally seems lo be able to 'o nt full effectiveness after two 
imcccssive injuries, lccl the scor-
in!,: p01raclc with 23 points in the 
firl'l hall'. Tim was !J for 13 from 
the -ficlcl ancl r•howed a Jine ns-
~ortmcnt or quick drives to the 
basket lo bducldlc the Moc cle-
fc.nclcrs. It is important to note 
1hal O'Connell was pushed for 
:fit-.,l st<inza scoring honors by a 
former McNicholas tcnmm:ilc, 
JHch Sander, who counted 19 
)Joints before intermission. He 
finished with 30 points to lead 
;ill scorers while Tim's shooting 
t•oolcct off a bit as he finishecl 
with another bucket for a total 
t>f 25. 
Xavier jumped off lo an early 
lend nnd hacl at least a dozen 
J>Oint margin uniil the Moes were 
=ible lo come within 9 points at 
"il-62 as they forsook their man-
to-mnn defense and troubled the 
Muskies with a zone. XU wns 
able to rebuild the lead as Bob 
Quick, Luther Rackley, and Jim 
Hen~ehold look care of the sco1·-
ing load. 
This g<11nc marked the occnsion 
t>f the ~coring by Bob Quick of 
the 1,000th point in his Xavier 
l'1!reer. The contest wns momen-
tarily halted and "Bullet Bob" 
was presented with the game 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
bnll. Only one other hooper in 
Xa\'ier history has been able to 
nccumulale 1,000 points before 
his senior year, All-American 
Ste,·e 'rhomas. Quick played a 
fine g:1mc, nlthough it seemed 
that he was pushing a little loo 
hard in the firinl half for No. 
1,000 and totalled 24. He dnzzled 
the audience with his hanging-
in-micl-air jump shots and drives 
and showed why he will even-
tually wind up as. one of Xavier's 
<ill-time finest basketball pl;:iy-
ers. 
Luther Rackley chipped in 
with Ji points nncl 17 rebounds. 
He also stopped up the middle 
and forced the Moc offense to 
drill from long nrnge. Rackley 
blocked mnny a ~hot out of 
bounds in obvious preparation 
for the big duel at the Cincin-
nati Gardens next Friday night. 
Monday night was nlso the Inst 
lime ever that Sl'niors Dave 
Lynch and Jim Hengehold would 
appear at Schmidt Memorial 
Fieldhouse in Muskie uniforms. 
The two, along wil'h their par-
ents, were honored in pre-game 
ceremonies. Their mothers were 
given corsages (Dave's grand-
mother got one also for her fine 
faithfulness) and both men re-
ceived fine hands for their con-
tributions to Muskie basketball. 
Jim Hcngehold, Erlanger, Ken-
Professional Careers in Cartography 
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE 
CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS 
Minimum 120 semester hours college credit including 5 hours college level 
math. The required math must include at least two- of the following: college 
algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, differ~ntial calcul~s! integr~I cal-
culus, or any course for which any of these 1s a prerequ1s1te. Equivalent 
experience acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women. 
Application and further information forwarded on request. 
WRITE: College Relations !ACPCRI 
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center, 
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125 
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tucky's pride and joy, ripped the 
net for 16 points. Most of his 
field goals came from long range 
as he took the pressure off 
Luther Rackley in the second 
half so the big man was able to 
stuff a few shots into the bucket: 
Lynch shared the playing duties 
at guard with Joe Pangrazio in 
the game and contributed 5 points 
and some good fast break pass-
ing. Pangrazio had 6 points nncl 
delighted the home town funs 
with his colqrful antics. 
Coach Don Ruberg was ob-
\'iously pleased \vith the victory. 
It ended a 6-game losing trek 
and gave Muskie fans a bright 
light lo look forward to for the 
final game against the Bearcats. 
He said: "We came out fighting 
after six straight losses and a 
nine-clny lay-off from game ac-
t.ion. The team did a good job-
especially in the first half-and 
I was hnppy with the ~·ictory." 
There is one more game lo 
go, This one is as important as 
half or a season. Let's all get be-
hind the learn at the Gardens and 
end the season with a win. 
Dicljakno? 
James A. Naismith started the 
game of basketbali with nine 
players on each side since there 
w e r e eighteen people standing 
aro.und. It was only after .World 
War I that it became conven-
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BACHELOR SERVICE 
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The Muskies have a number of 
things 1oinc for them. We're go-
ing into the game . with a victory 
over Chattanooga. We want to 
stop our IGsing streak at eleven. 
We want to stop any hopes of 
UC getting an NIT bid. We wan& 
to get this one for "Big" John. 
We want to be prolld ard walk 
tall. 
Ha,vlceye's Sports Q11i~ 
By JOHN HOERNEMANN 
QUESTIONS: 
1. Who is considered to be the original inventor of the game of 
basketball? In what year was it founded? 
2. Three players have won the N.C.A.A. basketball toumament"s 
"Most Valuable Player" award twice each. Can you name them? 
3. Who was the star goalie of America's victorious Olympic hockey 
team of 1960? 
4. Who was the last goal-keeper to win the Hart trophy, the N.H.L.'s 
award for its most valuable player'/ In what season did he win it? 
5. True or'· false? An American man has never won an Olympic 
ski title. 
6. In 1964, he became the first American man in three decades to 
win an Olympic speed-skating title. Can you recall 1.his famous 
barber? 
7. The athlete, Manolete, is famous in what sport? 
8. What President of the United States was the first. to throw out 
an opening-day ball-now a baseball t.i·aclition; In what year did 
this take place? 
9. This winner of the 1959 Master's Golf Tournament was trailing 
by six strokes entering the final round, Can you name him? 
10. Where did these professional golf stars· below at.tc.nd college? 
(a) Arnold Pahner; (b) Mike Souchak; (c) Jack Nicklaus; (cl) 
Phil Rodgers. 
"SPORTS CAR MINDED?" 
Come out to our unique sports ear center and ••• 
1. SELL YOUR CAR ••• 
2. BUY ONE OF OURS, NEW OR USED , • • or, 
3; HAVE US SERVICE YOUR 'IMPORTED BEAUTY, 
Our rcp11tatlo11 is based on expert, dedicated se"'lce for 
ALL makes and modols of Imported cars. Tq 1111 , •. soon. 
AUTOSPORT, INC. 
Ci11d1111ati's 1'Jxdusive Alfa Romeo D<!<tler 
9635 Montgomery Road Phone 793~0090 
Open Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 'til 9 P.M. 
SHORTSIGHTEDNESS 
is an approach that graduating seniors and employers can ill afford. 
Because we are responsible for performing aU contract audits for the 
Department of Defense as. well as audits for such agencies as the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Peace Corps, 
and the Atomic Energy Commission, we must use the latest approach 
to problems and techniques which include audit through computers, 
statistical sampling, and graphic and .. computational analysis. We're 
looking for those who see themselves in upper level supervisory and 
executive positions in the. near future. Look this way if you can see 
that far. 
WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS MARCH 17, 1967 
See Your Placement Director 
or wrilc 
1 Th8 [)2teunse Corutract AtH.~2t Agency, Dept. A 
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1/7 lzitey, Ploscik ~~Henge and Dart'' In Finale 
ATHOS By PETE FITZGERALD, News S11orts Reporter 
QUALITY INSTEAD OF QUANTITY· 
With the basketball season drawing to a close, tournaments, 
namely, the National Collegiate Athletic Association and National 
Invitational, are· sending out bids. Thus far, Villanova, Tulsa, South-
e1·n Illinois, Providence, Marquette, Memphis State, Rutgers, St. 
Peters, Utah State and Syracuse have accepted N.I.T, invitations 
while Seattle, New Mexico State, defending champions Texas West-. 
ern, Houston, Dayton, Virginia Tech, St. Johns and Boston College 
are scheduled for N.C.A.A. action. Xavier's name is missing from 
these lists - much to the disappointment of some loyal fans, but 
very delightful to anti-Ruberg critics - although this array of teams 
could be misconstrued as Xavier's schedule for the past season. 
Let us take a look at the Miami Valley and its four teams -
Miami, University of Cincinnati, Dayton and Xavier. 
Dayton was the only team thus far from the mythical Miami 
Valley Conference to receive a post season invitation. The Flyer 
quintet will play as a Mid-East-at-large against the Hilltoppers of 
Western Kentucky -·Ohio Valley champions. A close inspection of 
Dayton's schedule for this year shows a total of fifteen home con-
tests and only five tilts with teams later honored with post season 
bids (two losses to Louisville, and wins over Memphis State, Mar-
quette, and New Mexico State). 
The Redskins of Miami University can bonst of only eleven grimes 
played in the home confines of Oxford, Ohio ;ind it is only in con-
tests with Dayton (two losses) and probable conference champion 
Toledo (two losses) that Miami played against teams so Jnr selected. 
Our crosstown rivals, the Bearcats of Cincinnati, play a P.Ultry 
total of fourteen home contests plus two games at the "neutrnl" 
CincinT,1ati Gardens. Their log thus far in the basketball campaign 
registers five games with tournament choices, a split with the Louis-
ville Cardinals and Tulsa Hurricanes and a win over the Dayton 
Flyers. 
Now our up and down Xavier lUusketeers play thirteen home 
cmntests and one came at the Cincinnati Gardens •. (I use the word 
"home" very loosely In the above sentence because I have yet to 
see Xavier "home" anyone in four years here.) "Smalltime" Xavier's 
record shows a total of eight contests with tournament-bound teams 
-twin losses to Marquette and Dayton, a win over Memphis State, 
and losses to Villanova, Utah State and Seattle; This is the minimum 
because fourth ranked Kansas and Wyoming- are leading- their re-
spective conferences and St. Bonaventure, - Canasius, DePaul, and 
Cincinnati can still be labeled as N.1.T. hopefuls. This can conceive-
ably bring Xavier's total against actual and potential tourname11t 
teams to fourteen games which would be over half of the schedule. 
A team is classified as a major college by the schedule it plays. 
This team must play thirteen other major colleges to be termed a 
major college, it seems to me that Xavier is meeting the cream of 
the crop. 
ANSWERS TO HAWKEYE'S SPORTS QUIZ 
I. James A. Naismith started the game of basketball in 1891, at 
first ·using two peach bas.ket.s and a soccer ball. 
2. (a) Bob Kurland, Oklahoma A & M (now Oklahoma State), 
in 1945-46; (b) Alex Groza, Kentucky, 1948-49; (c) Jerry Lucas, 
Ohio State, 1960-61. · 
3. Jack Mccartan. He finished out the 1960 season with the New 
York Rangers. 
4. Jacques Plante, of the Montreal Canadians, won it for the 1961-62 
season. Only four goalies have ever won it. 
5. True. American males have been completely shut out since 
Olympic skiing competition began in 1924. 
6. Terry McDermott, who upset the Russians for the 500-meter 
crown. 
'l. BuU fighting. A Spaniard, he commanded $4,000 a perfo1·munce 
in his later years. 
8. President William Howard Taft, in 1910. 
9. Art Wall, Jr. 
10. Wake Forest; (b) Duke; (c) Ohio State; (d) Houston, 
1966-67 XAVIER UNIVERSITY FRESHMEN STATISTICS-FINAL 
Player-P11lllH G AST FGA FG• f6% FTA FH FT% REI AVG PTS AVG 
Chrl• Hall G 19 81 ;no 134 .432 79 56 .709 71 3.7 324 11.1 
Pon Darb.' r"''' 19 24 293 117 .399 66 40 .606 261 13.7 274 14.4 
,, .. • . • .4511 107 110 .7411 164 8.6 220 11.6 :1·: :.:: ... '•c f,' ' ~; ~1 m ~~ .411 39 26 .667 88 4.6 216 11.4 
Ml~e lot~~~ma'n',' c: 111 29 173 82 .474 63 47 .746 59 3.3 211 11.7 
E. Hetleshlemer, G. 10 5 18 S .278 10 7 .700 11 l.l 17 1.7 
Ml .. SaMls, G.... S 2 7 4 .571 7 J .429 6 1.2 11 2.1 
Sten CIDISI, G.... 8 ' 4 2 .500 0 0 .000 7 0.9 4 0.5 
.. Tom Mackey F 1 O O O .000 0 0 .000 0 0.0 O 0,0 
•Jae• 11 .. lch, 'F.;: 15 lJ. 145 Bl ,559 67 43 .642 107 7 .l 205 13. 7 
•To• Glmon, F.,. 15 J 49 2J .469 28 15 .536 49 3.J 61 4.1 
•Phll Btnton, f,, , 6 1 6 1 .167 6 3 .500 7 1.2 5 0.8 
,,... ........ • • • . • • . • . . . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • 132 6.9 
Xavier Totals • , , • 19 246 1389 . 614 ,442 472 320 .678 962 50.6 1548 81.5 
'"onent Total• , • 19 , • , 1448 599 .414 536 JSB .668 989 52.1 1556 81.9 
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Tonight in the Cincinnati Gar-
dens, in the annual Xavier Uni-
''ersity-University oC Cincinnati 
game, two Xavier seniors will be 
making t!Jeir final appearance of 
their careers - Jim Henge hold 
and Dave Lynch. 
PR. Sergeant Rice 
Places Second in 
Dayton Drill Meet 
At the University of Dayton 
lnvitational Drill Meet held Sat-
urday, February 25, in Dnyton, 
Pershing Rifle Platoon Sergeant 
Robert Rice placed second ·in a· 
field of over a hundred competi-
tors in individual drill compe-
tition. Individual competition is 
judged on perfection in the man-
ual of arms as taken from FM 
22-5. To win this competition re-
quires not only an excellent 
knowledge or the manual of arms, 
but also the composure to per-
form under a tremendous amount 
of pressure. The judges we re 
drill instructors from Fort Knox, 
long known for their demands 
lor perfection. 
On the weekend of March 3-5, 
Company G-1 will send their 
four drill teams and their incli-
viduals to the Cannon Invitn-
tiona1 Drill Meet at Cannon, Pa. 
This will be the ·first drill meet 
of the regulnr season in which 
rill teams will be entered in com-
petition. 
They Said It 
Bart Starr of the Green Bay 
Packers, triking bows on the ban-
quet circuit, comes fully ec1uip-
petl with a few stock jokes. He's 
no threat to Bop Hope but Bart 
gets a chuckle from this one 
about how coach Vince Lom-
bardi sorts out his squad in 
summer camp: 
"Lombardi sets up a brick wall 
at the end of the field and his 
players run at it , ·• . The ones 
who hit and fall back arc desig-
nated as defensive linemen , . , 
Those who hit and fall on their 
stomachs are offensive linemen 
• , . Anyone who runs through it 
is a reserve fullback behind Jim-
my Taylor , , , People smart 
enough to run around it are quar-
terbacks. 
"That's how I became c1uar-
terback for the Packers." 
Europe for S100 
Switzerland - A do-it-yourself 
summer in Europe is now avail-
able. The new plan makes a trip 
to Europe, including transporta-
tion, possible for less than $100. 
A complete do-it-yourself p1·os-
spectus, including instructions, 
money saving tips and a large 
selection of j ob opportunities 
along with discount tours and 
application forms may be obtain-
ed by writing to Dept. X, Inter-
national Travel Est., 68 Herren-
gasse, Vaduz, Lichtenstein (Swit-
zerland), enclosing $1 with your 
inquiry to cover the cost of the 
material, overseas handling, and 
air mail postage, 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
PART· TIME JOBS 
2, 3, 4, 5, or 6-day week- 3 to 11 Shift. Flexible Schedule, 
Complete Train.ing Program. No Experience Necessary. 
-Salary $18.00 Per Day 
To Those ~/ho Qualify 
1. 
C<1ll Student Personnel Director - 421-5324 For Appointment 
4ft!s!!E!itffl't'd?rfft~E?m'T£'1!t:MMll't"3.1WWii@fNt.lSC"i·tv'.t!:t;gtFg'-i';llt?Svre.ctzt?T.f.~ .. ~,~~ 
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"Henge," a fine outside shot, 
has been averaging double fig-
ures for the 1\lusketeers in both 
starting and substituting roles. 
lie has shown lots of hustle and 
desire and has rlone an admira-
ble job In the picking up of loose 
balls. Jim also has the distinction 
of holding- the record for most 
points in a s i n 1: I e came at 
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse 
when he scored fifty-two points 
in a freshman contest. llengehold 
.is disappointed, of course, at 
DAVE LYNCH 
on the court, there is always 
plenty of action - Xavier fans 
will forever recall his defense, 
hustle and seemingly endless 
energy. At Xavier, Dave has 
been a two-spo1·t star, for be-sides 
playing guard for X's basketball 
quintet, he also holds down the 
hot corner on the baseball dia-
mond. Like "Henge," Dave feels 
that a healthy Gorman could 
have added a few more games 
to the victory column. 
Jim and Dave lrnve yet lo be 
JIM HENGEllOLD on the winning side in the XU-UC 
cage tilt, but they would like 
Xavier's record to date but he nothing better than to end their 
reels that the record would have 
been much better if John Gor-
man had been hulthy for the 
entire season. Finally, "Henge" 
would like nothing better than 
to end his collegiate caree1· with 
a victory over the arch-l"ival 
Bearcats ()f Cincinnati. 
Dave Lynch, the other grad-
uating senior is also an of[ and 
on starter £01· the Muskies. His 
name too is included in the nn-
nals of ~avier bnskclball his-
tory, for last year against St. 
Francis of Pennsylvania, he set 
a school record of sixteen assists 
in one game. Whenever Dave is 
careers with a win over Tay 
Baker's Bearcats. 
1,000 for Quick 
Congratulations lo Junior Bob 
Quick who last Monday night 
went over the thousand mark in 
scoring for a carce1·. I am sure 
that Bob's moves will add many 
more points to his lolal of 1,005 
starting tonight against the UC 
Bcarcats. 
Quick's 1,005 points places him 
twelfth in :Musketeer scoring his-
tory. The incomparable S le v e 
Thomas is first with 1,722. 
''Cota-Cola" and "Coh" art rtghltrtd rrad1·m1nks whlth ldtn!Uy only lht p:rodutl af Th• (0<a-Col11 Compan1 
Coca-Cola is on everyone's team. That's b:rnu~e 
Coca-C.:•lct hcis the t~:le you never gc:· lime! or ... 
c:;~·1,.roys r.:.ir'csh!11!J. 'il•:;fs \·,·f1y t!i:.,::;s ~o !:.::~~ :r '.'1::~1 
Coke, •• t~tcr Coke, •• c·;;·..:a· c,.~;:.~. 
Bottkd u11<l1'r the al'lho11tv ol fhr Cnr,1 i-:-,·1.1 C0ni1•:•ny by 
C..111c11:r1.:.it1 l,..VCcl-~vl~ Gul1,11.;~ ',
1
/1.,1r.;._ I....\... 
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I 1 nn L1d~ en ENCORE Kinsey Report, ~uto-Eroticis1n, .. _Se~ond . Pa1·t of McLaughJin Series 
In many ways I hated The 
Sand Pebbles; yet it is an un-
usually fine motion picture. Per-
haps this is a strange way lo 
describes one's opinion, but it 
was with just such conflicting 
emotions that I found myself 
grappling as I watched director 
Robert Wise's latest endeavor at 
the International 70's. Although 
it was a frustrating, maddening, 
often almost sickening experi-
!!nce, I enjoyed Tiie Sand Peb-
bles very much. 
The critics have said that this 
fs Wise's personal statement 
against U. S. im•olvement in the 
Viet Nam war. This might well 
be. It is not difficult to cite 
instances in the movie which 
.,,ould reinforce such an interpre-
tation. The symbol-picture for 
the movie itself-the silhouette 
of the American gunboat, San 
Pablo, dwarfed by the huge 
i;hadow of a Chinese junk-seems 
to be an amazingly accurate rep-
resentation of the present posi-
tion of the United States in re-
lation to the giant shrouded con-
tinent of China. The movie might 
be said to indicate some his-
torical reasons why such a situa-
tion exists. Bul somehow, I feel 
than any concenh'ation on mat-
tel's polilical in this motion pic-
tu1·e (or in any motion picture, 
other than, perhap~ a propa-
ganda film) is in many ways ir-
relevant, and ce·rlainly detracts 
from the overall artistic effect, 
which is, as I said, frustratingly 
stunning. 
On a much more overt level, 
I saw the mo,•ie to be an ac-
cou11t of one man's struggle to 
bring meani11g into a life which 
has been thwarted at every turn. 
Steve McQueen plays the young 
steam-engine mechanic who ship 
aboard the American cunboat, 
San Pablo, whleb Is eommis· 
sioned to sail the Yangtse River 
in order to protect American 
eommerelal l•terests durlnc the 
rl!le of Chinese Nationallsm in 
tlle mid '!l's. McQaeen's tour 
ol duty on the "Sand Pebbles,•• 
aecompanyinc as it does, a srad· 
ual awakenlnc of his eomplete 
inabllltJ' to cope with IUe as it 
preaents itself alone the war-torn 
backdrop of the Chinese main-
land, forms the plot and seUiilc 
for this unusual war stor;r. 
McQueen does an admirable _ 
job with a difficult part. Many 
of the minor characters function 
well in subtly directine the focus 
upon the inner struggles of the 
protagonist. In parts the movie 
is as suspenseful as any I have 
e\·er seen, and the battle scenes 
are by far the most realistic. On 
the whole, I found the drama 
aboard this tiny ship, adrift upon 
the vast and turbulent sea of 
China, to be both moving and 
important. I feel sure you will 
enjoy The Sand Pebbles, 
By JIM ARANDA, News Managing Editor 
Rev. John McLaughlin, 8' . .T., continued his four-part 
series on. "Sexualitv and Self-Communication" with a lec-
ture on "Sexual ccintrol" Oil Thursday, February 23. 'l'his 
lecture and the rest of the series are sponsored by the 
Student Council Speakers Committee. 
The two main parts to the lee- --------------
'ture dealt first with the Kinsey 
Report and the thesis of Dr. 
Klnse;r; and second with the 
fantasy life and the guilt feel-
lnp connected with aato-erotle 
behavior auch u masturbation. 
Fr. McLaughlin used the . two 
extremes of subjectivism a n d 
neo-hedonism as the framework 
for his ,remarks. · Jn bis intro-
duction, he p0inted out that his 
job was merely to present al-
ternatives to these· extremes. "I 
encourage you to test these al-
ternatives mentally as I pre-
sent them." 
Dr • .KJme:r, a aoolodeal pro-
fessor at Indiana Unlverslt;r for 
the last 30 yean, sampled 5301 
males and 5940 females in his 
stud;r. His thesis Is that his six 
Ntegories of 1exaal expreulon 
are "normal bloloclcat functloh!I 
and hence to be approved.'• After 
sta&lna- this thesis, Fr. McLaugh- · 
Un quoted three passages. from 
Dr. Kinsey's book to validate bis 
statement of this thesis. 
The question arises whether or 
not Dr. Kinsey is giving a philo-
sophical or moral view of man. 
Fr. McLaughlin's position was 
that Kinsey was constructing a 
"philosophy of man and not an 
ennobling one." Kinsey defines 
man as an animal neurologically 
constituted to respond automat-
ically to stimuli, While trying· 
to find some kind of unity in 
11'\an, Kinsey reduced man to the 
lowest common denominator: his 
mammaliam structure. 
Fr. McLaughlin spent some 
time contrasting the Kinsey posi-
tion with the Christian attitude 
towards a similar referent. With 
regard ·to sex, Kinsey contradicts 
the Christian doctrine by hold-
ing that man simply responds to 
stimuli in the manner oC a mam-
mal; there is no absolute norm, 
anything goes. The Christian 
sees his sexual conduct as the 
result of a rational choice amt 
· believes that man must be in-
tegrally conceived as psycho-
logical, moral, emotional, and in-
tellectual. Man is not simply a 
~ammal. 
What Kinsey has done, Fr. 
rounselor-Chanlain Quinn at Xavier; 
To Work for Meaningful Christianity 
McLauchlin said, is repress love 
and emotlonall;r . ri&"bt oat of the 
picture b;r over-extendlnc the 
physiolocleal aspects of m a n. 
Man Is not &o&&llJ' explained in 
his aaatomJ'. and the psyehol· 
loeleal aspects eannot be es• 
plained in terms of anatomJ' ancl 
pbyslolos7. 
An impo1·tant point made by 
Fi'. McLaughlin was tl)at psy-
chosis and n e u r o s·i s are not 
caused by abno1·malities, but by 
mental conflict caused by legal 
proscription and social and re-
ligious taboos. 
By JOE ROSENBERGER, News Reporter 
.January 20 saw a new man arrive in Brockman Hall 
to fil! the proctor's room on third floor, Fr. Phil Quinn, S .. J. 
Having completed most of his tertianship including 
making a thirty day retreat, studying the Jaws and decrees 
of the Society, working in hospitals and carrying out pas-
toral duties, Father in August requested that he be placed 
at XU for the few months remaining until his permanent 
assignment in .June. 
Trained as a· counselor, Father 
spent one year at the famous 
1'lenninger Foundation in Kansas 
working on counseling psychol-
ogy. In a program attended by 
e.lergy from all over the U. S. and 
under the auspices of the Nation-
al Institute of Mental Health, he 
was awarded a degree in Pastoral 
C'o11nsellnc, examlnln&' the the-
ological dimensions of counsellnc 
-where relicion and psyehlatr:r 
meet in the stud;r of man. 
shuttling back and forth, com-
pleting his retreat itinerary. 
A specialist on the small-gl'Oup 
level, Father· is aiming at "new 
and creative ways of making 
Christianity meaningful to the 
students." He also hopes to start 
-News (Engel) Photo 
&EV. PHIL QUINN. S-'· 
In summary Fr. McLaughlin 
disagreed w i t h the emphasis 
which Kinsey places on man as 
mammal giving vent to his nat-
ural expressions of sexuality in 
response to various stimuli. How-
eve1', he also disagreed with the 
supra - c a u t i o u s view of the 
Church which urges us to an 
"angelic pul'ity" and also sug• 
gests that we give as 1 i t t 1 e 
tho,ught as possible to the mar• 
ria·ge act, either before it or after 
it. This type of thinking he 
equated with "heresy.•• . 
Fr. McLaughlin closed this 
first part o! his talk on a note 
of encouragement, saying that 
"Sexuality in man is on the 
threshold or great discovery." 
In the second part he discussed 
auto-eroticism, a term which for 
the purposes of the lectu1·e was 
used as synonymous with mas-
tu1·bation. 
Fr. McLaughlin pointed out 
that there has been too much 
shame attached to masturbation. 
This emphasis on shame and guilt 
feelings is arresting to the sex-
ual maturity ot the individual. 
It has been generated by mis-
guided catachetics; in fact, there 
is little clinical evidence to jus-
tify the Church•s view. 
fte. evil el mut•rbaUoa .. 
that It lends te IOl'lll a "clcNled-
elrealt" wlthla the Individual 
wbleh l•IM!d• &lie clvlnc or self. 
"The euenee el tlte Christia• 
•esuce la clvlas -u. and there 
are ne eseeptiona even In the 
a ex a a I arena.'• The problem. 
then. is tbat eommanleatloa el 
aelf and the complete li•lns el 
self throuch lntereOlll'Se ma:r be 
impaired by the habit of mastur-
batloa. 
Fr. McLaughlin stated, "I want 
you to think in terms of what 
you ·want qualitatively ·from life." 
Divesting oneself of self in order 
to be able to give self· fully re-
quil'es training and discipline. 
The fullest measure of happiness 
is found only in this death to 
self. 
In speaking about the fantasy 
life of masturbation, Fr. Mc-
Laughlin indicated tha.t the gene-
sis of the desire to masturbate is· 
psycho-genetic, proceeding from 
the mind. He made it clear that 
sex tension is not physiologically 
derived. Rather the decision to 
masturbate takes place before the 
desire is present. 
The fantasy life connected with 
the masturbatory act effectively 
insulates the individual ·in an au-
tistic world, thus impairing giv-
ing of self and leading to de-
personalization of the marriage 
pa1·tner in intercourse. The high 
sensitivity of women to emotion 
enables them to know when they 
are being affirmed as ·a person 
and when they are being de-
humanized as an object. 
Last night the third lecture in 
the series was given by Fr. Mc-
Laughlin on the subject of "Pre-
marital Love." The final lecture 
will be given this coming Thurs-
day, March 9, in the XU Armory 
a.t 7:30. The final topic will be 
"Marital and Celibate .Love." 
Father this week completed his 
duties as retreat maste1· by giv-
ing a two - day retreat at the 
Mount. He will now be able to 
take full ad vantage of his newly 
refurbished quarters, a switch 
from his first month here, spent 
"Due to prior commitments 
which have kept me away I was 
not able to spend more than six 
or seven full days here. How-
ever, those few proved quite in• 
terestina-, and I look forward to 
&he next three months.•• Father 
describes bis duties as U.o.e of a 
"quasl-ebaplala:• His plans in-
elude a procnm of religious for-
mation on eampu. 
Sparked by Fr. Ratterman's in-
terest in experimenting with the 
triduua, Fr. Quinn is considering 
a "weekend of renewal" like the 
ones offered at Loyola of Chi-
cago, with six or seven varieties 
of programs. 
a regular schedule· of Masses in· 
the dorm. 
AU the Pizza Sf 00. 
Y.oa Can Eat lor ........ ; ..... 
call for When asked to state the aim of. his mission briefly. Father re-
plied, albeit somewhat faceti-
ously, that he might "try to start· 
small 'pockets' of Christianity 
among the students." 
ATTENTION SENIORS! 
.GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION 
JELLO DIVISION 
WILL BE 01 CAMPUS THU·RSDAY, MARCH 9 
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Tom Gravelle Notebook 
A Modest Rebuttal 
A liberal education in the 
full sense might no longer 
be possible. Too much hal'I 
been thought and said in 
too many areas to allow for 
a cl e q u a t e treatment in a 
four year period. We are left 
with two choices. One is to 
come up with a. new defini-
tion of liberal education. The 
tlefinition would take into 
account the need for each 
student to restrict his range 
of formal inquiry. By doing 
so he would become free in 
a few areas of study, which 
might be better than sur-
rendering t o dilettantism. 
The other choice is to con-
cede that liberal education 
is an impossible ideal. Here 
at least we would be honest 
in assessing wbat we are not 
doing. 
• 
But many of us are un-
willing to make e i t h e r 
choice. We think that the 
student should be exposed 
to a multitude of disciplines, 
as if education were an aft-
ernoon spent in the Louvre. 
We opt forge n er a 1 i zed 
knowle.dge, which amounts 
to a nice name for dabbJing. 
We accept the myth of the 
complete man as if it were 
a possibility in more than .a 
superficial way, or even a 
good (men create precise-
ly because they are incom-
plete). And like broken rec-
ords we repeat that philos-
ophy and theology, history 
and literature, psychology 
and marriage are at the 
heart of education, without 
asking the crucial question 
of whether or not these 
studies can be treated ade-
quately along with the other 
studies which the student 
might wish to pursue. This 
stance smacks of utopian-
ism. 
• 
Except for adding and re-
moving a few frills, many of 
us are satisfied with the 
present curriculum. But we 
should realize where this 
Jeads us. In many instances 
we are producing the dilet-
tante. Maybe this is a good 
thing. M a y b e our ideal 
should be the dabbler. May-
be we should accept the 
necessity of the graduate's 
being able to bluff his way 
through the most esoteric 
topic at a cocktail party. 
Maybe educatien is a ques-
tioa of vocabularies. On the 
other band, we might be 
able to do more. It seems to 
me that a man can be ef-
fective at a cocktail party 
if be scans the sports page 
every morning and know111 
a few good jokes, or even 
reads a couple of bookg on 
bis· own. At any rate, it i111. 
clear that be can become 
a dabbler without going to 
college. 'Furthermore, this 
idea of a gentleman's knowl-
edge is decadent. It may 
have been fine for the upper 
classes of 19th Century Eng-
Jand; but our world is too 
problematical to allow for 
such a frill. Dilettantism in 
our time is like eating pop-
corn at a tragedy. 
• 
The two disciplines which 
do not allow for a radical 
reappraisal cf our curricu-
lum are philosophy and the-
ology. All of us admit that 
tremendous benefits accrue 
to the student who has ex-
amined t h em thoroughly. 
Even the war-like chairman 
of .our English department 
submits to this. The prob-
lem is that some students, 
but not an, are in a posi-
tion to r e a I 1 y come to · 
grips with these studies. 
Here, the complaint is raised 
that if theology and philos-
ophy are not at the very 
foundation of every stu-
dent's curriculum the term 
Catholic university becomes 
a· misnomer. This complaint 
might be somewhat naive. 
lf we hold that the sine qua 
non of a Catholic university 
is the fruitful study of the-
ology and philosophy by all 
students, then we are forced 
to the bizarre conclusion 
that the Catholic university 
is in most cases a failure. 
I would argue to the con-
trary that the Catholic uni-
versity is not a failure. And 
the reason for this is that 
its peculiar claim derives 
from its atmosphere. The 
Catholic university provides 
a common frame -of .refer-
ence, a common worship, a 
shared system of values, in 
short, a way of living, which 
distinguishes it from its sec-
ular counterpart. If we do 
·not admit this, then we are 
·in trouble. 
TWO DAYS ONLY! WEDNESDAY 
& THURSDAY, MARCH 8 6 9. 
A lbrand-newlactual performance 
of The D'Oyly Carte 
Opera Company. 
Perform-
ances Eacla Day 
2, 4 :30 and I :30 
-POPVLAlt PKICES-
NO aESEKVED SEATS . 
Seale Now a& 
Ila Oftiee er ltw JlalH 
'A 1HE Procluctillft of THE D'OYLV CAME OPERA C(JMl'N4V. •"TH£ .-cADO" by W.S.\ 
&ILIERT 11111 MTHUR IUU.IYM•._.. on .. ll9g9 ProducliDn by ANTHONY. 
8ESCH• PrClduOM iir ANTHONY HIWllOCK·ALLEN 8'111 JOHN lflWQRIE 
• ..., llW anMT.,.. nca•1c:OLOll8 w1•1CM•11 
Excluaive Showin1•! lla&laees • • • • • • • • • • • • Sl.51 
. Eyealn11 , •••••• , , •. SI.SI 
RKO ALBEE s:,:A:.:·,t.ti .. 
Grad Student Says: 
XU Philosophy Fails 
II~ JOSEPH G. MOOllMAN 
The fellowing 1'.s an unsolicited expl"ession of the oprnwn of 
one XV graduate st11dent. lF e print it here because we .feel 
that 1't 1·eflects the views of a s1tbsta11tial number of Xavier 
atudents. 
Jn the Number 3, February, 
1967 issue of Commanlque, Fr. 
Kenney offered some thoughts on 
the curriculum re - evaluation 
here at Xavier. Partly as a reply 
to his comments and partly be-
cause I feel much more needs to 
be said about the subject, I offer 
some thoughts of my own. I will 
limit myself, however, to a con-
sideration of ou~ pre~ent philos-
ophy program as part of the core 
curriculum. 
In many ways, U> many o! us 
students, "philosophy" is a dirty 
word. I say this from what I 
believe is not too inadequate an 
appraisal of the temperament 
pervading our campus today. If 
this is so (and I'm convinced 
that it is), why is it so, and need 
·it be so? To to latter question, 
I answer a resounding "No!" The 
questions which philosophy in-
vestigates are the q u e s t i o n s 
which confront every person, re-
gardless of whether he is a i;:ol-
lege student or a high school 
dropout, much less whether he 
pursues the humanities or busi-
ness administration. At least im-
plicitly, every man takes a stance 
to such basic questions as: is there 
a God? What does life Mean? 
Is it w o r t h meaning? What 
do I know for certain? Every 
man on the street lives and eval-
uates his life and finds meaning 
in it by answering these ques-
tions in one way or another. The 
primary difference between Ev-
eryman and the Muskie in Pl 
s'uch and such, is that while the 
former may never articulate and 
reflect on his philosophy o! life, 
the latter, at least, at least for 
that course, is aske<l to consider 
these questions and p1·oblems in 
a formal manne1: - consciously, 
systematically, and, to some ex-
tent, in depth. 
That's the difference; every 
man is at least an informal phil-
osopher, while we are asked to 
be formal ones-currently, to the 
extent of eighteen hours. II the 
unexamined life is not with !iv-
ing, if it is better to b'y to find 
out what life is all about, then I 
submit that a formal considera-
tion of philosophical questions 
and problems is better than an 
informal one. 
I further submit that it is m01St 
recrettable that philosophy at 
Xavier Is (and perhaps unavoid· 
ably so--there's the rub!) gener-
ally held in such low esteem. 
I propose, therefore, that phil-
osophy be kept as ari integral 
part of our curriculum, not be-
cause ii is traditional or reputed-
ly valuable, but because it offers 
the student the chance to critical-
ly consider, for himself and for 
the direction he will give his fu-
ture life, the questions he will 
answer anyway, whether he has 
taken six courses in philosophy 
or none. 
This, then, is my answer to the 
question "Need philosophy be a 
dirty word?" Let me now offer 
my answer as to why, as a matter 
of fact, it is a dirty word. The 
answer, as I see it, is short and 
to the point. Philosophy at Xa-
vier is generally held in such low 
esteem because as a program, it 
fails. It fails as philosophy and, 
worse, it fails even in what it 
intends. I for o.ne hold to the 
ideals set forth in the "Profile o! 
a Jesuit University Graduate" 
and yet I still say that as a 
whole, our eighteen hour - core 
philosophy program fails to de-
velop or fulfill those ideals. It 
fails for several reasons and 
among these is the following one, 
which I see as critical. The pro-
gram starts philosophizing from 
a committed position and pro-
ceeds to ask the pertinent ques-
. tions of philosophy from that po-
sition. So many of us students, 
however, are asking questions 
which are prior to that commit-
ted stand and cannot legitimately 
have these questions answered 
from within that stand. We seek 
eommitment, but are as yet with-
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often and all to charncteristically 
offers us but one commitment. 
Is realism ot basically the Tho-
mistic set the only commitment 
open to the sincere Catholic whti 
seeks to philosophize in a way 
which is legitimate to the reality 
he experiences and which is 
meaningful to his life as a Cath-
olic? Not at all. Even a cursory 
survey of contemporary Catholic 
philosophizing supports this neg-
ative reply, Prior to his commit-
ment, in accordance with the 
dictates of his reason and his 
experiences, none of us, I be-
lieve, would preclude that Tho-
mism, or any o t h er position, 
could be his own position. We 
ask, however, that we be freed 
from monolithism and freed for 
our own meaningful and ground-
ed commitment. 
In support of this reasoning, I 
offer additionally the all-too• 
easily ascertainable fact that th., 
core philOl5ophy eourses h a v ., 
failed to reach the vast majority 
of Xavier students. And, as Fr. 
Kenney has well pointed out. the 
faci that a course is required in 
no way dHtroys the value it can 
have. 
In conclusion, may I repeat that 
my comments are directed to the 
eighteen hour core program as a 
whole, not its teachers. There 
are several men in the philosoph,. 
department who encourage, ns 
part of their classroom presenh1-
tions, that their students think 
and choose for themselves. Fi-
nally, may I ask that those of 
my readers who ar~ sympathetic 
to my criticisms be also open to 
the values I find in philosophy 
as an integral part of a Christian 
education. 
• The Paulist Father is a moder• 
man in every sense of the word. He 
is a man of this age, cognizant of 
the needs of modern men. He is 
free from stifling formalism, is a 
pioneer in using contemporary 
ways to work with, for and among 
100 million non-Catholic Amer· 
icans. He is a missionary to his own 
people-the American people. He 
utilizes modern techniques to f~I· 
fill his mission, is encouraged to 
call upon his own innate talents to 
help further his dedicated goal. 
• If the vital spark of serving God 
through man has been ignited in 
you, why not pursue an investiga-
tion of your life as a priest? The 
Paulist Fathers have developed an 
aptitude test for the modern man 
interested in devoting his life tG 
God. This can be a vital instrument 
to help you make the most impor· 
tant decision of your life. Write for 
it today. 
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Tit 011d Pl' 
a11d Atheism 
''Eleventh of Tomorrow'': Hit Campu$; 
Longhairs Rock Student Body 
In this article, I wish lo pol'-
trny some of the Church's ideas 
011 the relationship bet ween God 
ancl man, kinds or types of athe-
ism. and the role of a Christian 
to combat these ideas. 
would be the author and pm·pose 
of all things. 'l'hey spontaneously 
reject a God because their no-
tion of freedom could not be rec-
onciled with such an affirmation. 
This type of atheism is inter-
woven into our society by fash-
ioning us into a machine of tech-
nical progress that generates 
man's ideas in such a direction. 
equipment during perf01·mances. 
As much as two guitars and 
.fifteen drumheads have gone Jn 
a week. "Sometimes we get car-
ried away," comments Walkoe. 
They have performed mainly 
·in the Chicago area, but they 
have also covered much o! Ohio, 
Indiana, and Illinois. Locally, 
they have appeared at teen 
dances and at the Round Table. 
Last week they appeared al the 
Reading Road A r m o r y for a 
WUBE promotion. 
l\fan's whole worth or any 
dignity he can assert about him-
self is dependence upon his call 
to have communion with God. 
Turning back the hands of the 
clock of history, and slopping the 
hands at the origin of man, we 
scC' that he !ms already an invi-
tation lo converse with Goel. Man 
would not exist. if it were not for 
God keeping him in existence. 
For man to fully lh·e. he must 
constantly be aware of this lov-
in~ God and devote himself to 
this Person. We see that some 
people have never recognized this 
intirnntc rcl11tionshi1> between 
God and man and others have 
explicitly rcjcclccl it. Since athe-
ism has begun to permeate OUL' 
soeiely, we should then take a 
serious look :it it. 
Rooted in our very same so-
ciety is another type of atheism 
wl1ich ponders man's quest for a 
social and economic liberation. 
This form says that man l>as 
deviated from his liberation by 
a deceptive future life, thus caus-
ing the assembly line of the pro-
duction of materialistic things to 
be slowed down. Thus, when ad-
vocates of this type of atheism 
infiU.rate into our rovernmental 
positions, we see them funnelini:-
in their ideas by disregarding 
religion and integratinr the edu-
cational system with their athe· 
istic ideas. 
-News (Banana) Photo 
By MIKE HENSON, News Associate Editor 
Tomorrow night they.will play 
fo1· the Junior Class Party. 
1.'he longhaired "The Eleventh of Tomorrow of 
Chicago has two of its members on campus for the 
present semester. Tim ·walkoe, bass guitarist and lead 
singer, and li"rank Ball, lead. and rhythm guita1ist, for the 
Decca recording group will attend classes here while they 
are promoting their 1·elease, "Stone-ya1·d." 
The other m e m b e r s or the 
group are Ed Swanson, organist; 
Bl'ian Dickens, 1 e a d rhythm 
guitar and William Tattwick 
McEwan, drums. 
Walkoe was impressed with 
his courses. "Classetr give a per-
son more chance to say things. 
r was impressed with the teach-
ers." 
Atheism can be use1l to de-
note different levels of reruting 
that there is a God. Some 11eoplP-
merely deny that there is a God, 
aml othe1·s sa~· that ~·ou cannot 
sa.v anything about Him. Some 
examine the question of God in 
.such a. way that they make it 
devoid of all meaning. s;ome peo-
ple are contented with only the 
knowledge ,,resented b~· the posi· 
tive sciences, but others go even 
farther to conclude lllat there is 
no a bsolutc truth. A lot or 1>eo-
11lc praise man so highly that 
t h c i r vision of God becomes 
cloud~·. w i th an accom11anying 
increase in faith, Such 11cople a1·e 
mm·c inclined to afTrm man than 
Goll. l\Iodern man l1as the ten-
denc~· to en1:-ross himsl'lf so much 
with earth!,\• things that he com-
11lica tcs his amu·oach to God. 
Another type of nl'11ci~m de-
piC'!s man as intrinsically depen-
dent on man alone for his free 
and creative fulfillment; as a re-
sull, man blackens in the lines 
of his own personal history in-
stead of following the indelible 
marking of the previous strokes 
of Goel. If there is a God, say 
the atheists. He would manifest 
the qunlit.v of a huge surgeon's 
scalpel; He would be carving 
a \\'<1.Y at our freedom, since He 
,_lj?4: 
The Chlll'ch repudiates the 
parasitic gl'owths of the atheistic 
plague by indicating a remedy 
which shows how ntheism con-
tradicts reason and common ex-
perience. The Church, I felt, in-
dicates that the forceful mean-
ing oI atheism appears to be 
more genuine when I fail to live 
my Christian commitment. If we 
arc not steadfast, and instead 
vacillate at times, then we arc 
opening the door for more athe-
istic followers. When some of the 
unsol\'ecl crises arc questioned, 
the answers to them can be found 
in Goel, thus raising man lo a 
higher level of knowledge. The 
Church should give a carc[ul 
presentation of her teachings and 
show her members how lo live 
them in order to combat atheism, 
since people must sec God alone 
in Christians. The Church should 
invite atheistic followers to ex-
amine her teaching so that they 
can discover the true Goel of the 
Gospels. Since the Church has 
the job to teach all people, it 
will be restless until it converts 
atheists. I wish to end with this 
quote lo show the meaning of 
Goel in our life. "You have made 
us for Yourself, Lord, and our 
hearts arc restless till they rest 
in You." 
Both are regular students at 
Valpariso University. "We came 
to Xavier,". reports Walkoe, "be-
cause we could continue our edu-
cation while we promote the 
record. Xaviet· had the courses 
which concided with our cur-
riculum." 
Ball is a political science ma-
jor; Wulkoe is in management. 
R. W. Duncan 
Asks A Word: 
In case you missed "Hostile 
Sloth" this week, an apt ex-
planation for its absence might 
be that it delved a bit too 
deeply into the ever-popular 
mystique surrounding the du-
bious institution "Mo l her 
Mountie's Finishing School for 
Wayward Heiresses." How-
ever, this episode, which was 
lo be the fi1·st of a two-part 
epic entitled "The Grand Ball" 
or "The Bluebower Conspir-
acy" will be printed in the 
upcoming paperback version, 
"The Uncensored Sloth," soon 
to be available at your favorite 
news stand. Reverend Dim-
mesclalc, after having perused 
this somewhat embarrassing 
expose exclaimed, "This sort 
of bawdyness hardly has a 
place in a well-balanced Jesuit 
college newspaper. 
"A Splashy, Surf -Soaked Sleeper! 
BREATHTAKING! IMAGINATIVE! 
THE NICEST SURPRISE TO HAPPEN IN A LONC TIME. 
UNLESS YOU JUST ENJOY TURNINC YOUR BACK 
ENTIRELY ON LIFE, YOU SHOULD NOT MISS 
THE BREATHTAKINC SHOTS!" 
Produced, directecl, edited by Bruce Brown - Featurinl' Mike lh'nson and Robert. August 
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The gt·oup is an exponent of 
the "modern sound," including 
feedback and electric sound. "We 
want to get away from the 'easy' 
commonphlce rock-and-roll sound 
and get into detailed phases of 
electronic music." 
They are also noted !o1· the 
wholesale destruction of thefr 
Long hair has become the iden-
tifying mark of a musical group. 
"We think we should have it," 
stated Walkoc, "because it makes 
the group look good and people 
expect it. It's pretty essential for 
a group playing for a teenage 
audience. Besides, we like it." 
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